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Tlis paper describes progress toward the development of a Primary Atomic Reference Clock
in Space (PARCS) and reviews the scientific and technical objectives of the PAKCS mission.
PARCS is a collaborative effort involving the National Institute of Standards and Tcclmology
(NIST), the University of Colorado, the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL), the Marvard
Sniithsonian Center for Astrophysics (SAO) and the Politecnico di Torino. Space systems for
this experiment include a laser-cooled cesium atomic clock and a GPS frequency-comparison
and orbit determination system, along with a hydrogen maser that serves as both a local
oscillator for the cesium clock and a reference against which certain tests of gravitational
tlieory can be made. In the microgravity environment of the International Space Station (ISS).
cesium atoms can be launched more slowly through the clock’s niicrowavc cavity, thus
significantly reducing a number of troubling effects (including several critical systematic
effects), so clock performance can be substantially improved beyond that achieved on earth.

1. Introduction
A more accurate and stable clock in space can achieve several purposes including:
tests of gravitational theory, study of GPS satellite clocks, study of neutral atoms in
microgravity, and a more accurate realization of the second, which can then be
made available worldwide. PARCS’ and two other atom-clock programs, Atomic
Clock Ensemble in Space (ACES)’ and Rubidium Atomic Clock Experiment
(RACE)3, are also scheduled for flight on the International Space Station (ISS).

Several relativistic effects on clocks will be measured in this expcriment.
Significant measurements include the relativistic frequency shift, which can be
determined within an uncertainty about 35 times better than was done previously4,
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and Iocal position invariance, which can be tested at ari uncertainty about 120 times
better than the best current experiments on earth.4 Should this cxperiment fly
concurrently with SUMO (Superconducting Microwave Os~illator)~,
which is also
scheduled to fly on the ISS, local position invariance could be tested about three
orders of inagnitude better tlian current experiments, and a Kennedy-Thorndike test
could be done nearly five orders of magnitude better than the most accurate
experiments done on earth. Finally, llre realization of the sccoiid in space can be
achieved at ;in triiccrlainly o f 5 x I O - ” ( 1 (TI,a laclor of 20 bctlcr I I I ~ I I111atprcseiitly
achieved on earth.
The NASA-funded PARCS mission, which is scheduled to fly in 2005,
completed its Concept Review i n January 1999 and its Requirements Design
Review in December of 2000. Preliminary designs of. inany components are nearing
coinpletioii and a number of prototype components have been developed and tested.

2. System Design
The desired location [or the experiment (see Fig. 1) is on a forward section of
the E x p s e d Facility (EF) of the Japanese Experimental Module (JEM). This
location provides good zenith and nadir views, which are important for time transfer
(frequency comparisons). Furtlicrinore, tlie available power (3 kW), closed-fluid
cooling (2 kW), inass allocation (500 Kg) and available space (1.8 x 1.0 x 0.8 m)
are well suited to the experimental requirements.

Figiirc 1. I’rojcc[cd Ioc3iioii o1’I’AI<CSoii t11c LSS

Figure 2 shows a block diagram of the main space arid earth components. The
local oscillator is a hydrogen maser that had been developed for the Russian Space
Station Mir (but never flown) by the Harvard-Sinithsonian Center for Astropl~ysics.~
The output of the maser is fed to the low-phase-noise microwave s y n t h e s i ~ e r , ~
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which, under control of the computer, produces synthesized frequency offsets
steered to tlie appropriate resonances in the cesium spectrum. The synthesizer also
delivers a cesium-based reference signal to the GPS receiver for common-view
comparisons with atomic clocks on earlh. The GPS common-view method is
described bclow. Clock control signals, as well as clock a d GPS-recciver data, are
sent through the relatively low-data-rate communication link shown near the top
right of the ligiirc.
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Figure 2. Block diagram of tlic PARCS expcrlincnt showing tlic iiiajor ISS and ground-stalion
components. 'the ground componcnts xe shaded.

Frequency is transferred using reception of the GPS carrier phase in the
common-view method. Receivers at the ground station and 011 the ISS receive
common signals from the GPS constellation. The data acquired at each location are
the differences between readings from the reference clock at that location and from
the GPS clock, with an added signal-transit delay. In differencing the data sets
acquired at tlie two points, the GPS clock drops out, leaving the difference between
the two clock readings, plus the dilferential transit delay. This differential delay has
some coniinon-mode components. Using ionospheric-delay data obtained from
dual-frequency CiPS nieasurenlents and tropospheric delay estimates, the difference
term can be evaluated quite well. The objective for this mission is a time-transfer
uncertainty of about of 100 ps.
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Figure 3 shows the limits imposed by time transfer, spacecraft tracking, clock
stability, and iiiaccuiacy of h e ground clock. For tlic time-trans~er-systemliritit
alone, the curve would continue downward, but nieasurements are ultimately
liinited by other considei a1ionb.
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Figure 3. Allan vaiaiicc of the stability limits for the hll-level objectives and science requirements.
Curve A is the f~cquci~cy-coii~parison
limit imposed by a 100 ps time-trmsfer uncertainty. Curve C
represents the fTacliona1 frcquency shift from spacecrart position tracking (using GPS) at an uncertainty
of 1 in. T I C clock slabilily is curve I). Curve I3 is tlic coinpositc cxpcriiiicntal stabilily obtained from ai)
integration-by-parts rnclliod. 'niis includcs contributions from tracking, space-clock stability, and ground
clock inaccuracy. The long-tenn limit is detcrmincd by the inaccuracy of the ground clock (uncertainty
by 2005). 'flic averaging times lor 1 pass of thc ISS, oiie orbit of tlie ISS, I day
projected to be 5 x
and 10 days arc sliowi iioin left to right by the solid dots on curve D.

Figure 4 sliows a schematic diagram of the proposed clock. The core of the
clock, the physics package, is made up of (1) the atom-preparation region, where
atoms are laser cooled, [rapped and launched; (2) a TEOllmicrowave cavity (not
shown in the figure), where state preparation is completed by moving atoms from
the F=4 ground state to the F=3 ground state; (3) a microwave cavity where atonis
are subjected to microwave radiation near the cesium frequeiicy of
9 192 631 770 Hz; and (4) a detection region wliere laser fluorescence is used to
determine whether tlie microwaves liavc induced a transition.
Tlie requirements for the laser-cooled clock have bee11 selected to achieve a
reasonable match to the local oscillator (the S A 0 hydrogen maser) and the GPS
time-lratisrer system. The maser acliieves a stability (beyond -50 seconds) of
ay(r)= 5 x 10-'%-''', and this is the stabtliLy around which PARCS Im been
designed. As seen in Figure 3, this stability lies below the limit set by the timekansrer system, lhus assuring that [tic laser-cooled-cesium clock does not degrade
the overall stability transferred from the ISS to earth. Tlie systein requirements for
the clock physics package, tlic local oscillator, electronic systems, time-tmnsfer, and
envii-oiiineiital t-cquircinciits ;ire dcscribed below.
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Figure 4. Diagram of tlle PARCS laser-cooled space clock. A t o m in thc source (atom-preparation)
region are cooled and trappcd and then launched. Ilic state-dctcction lasers arc not shown. State
detection involvcs not oiily dcteccion of tlic atoms [lint liavc cliangcd states, b u t ;dso ~ncasureinciitof the
number of atoms arriving in each nicasurcnicnt cycle so as to nornialize tlc~cctionto lhc iiuinber of atoins
launched and thus remove shot-to-shot fluctuations. Shuttcrs (not shown) a1 cnds of the cavity are closed
during laser interactions with a t o m to prcveot scattcring of lascr light into the cavity. Thrcc concentric
niagnetic shields arc shown surrounding tlic microwave cavity and statc-dctcction region.

The atoms are cooled and trapped using conven[ional optical-molasses
techniques. Traditional atomic clocks use frequency-modulation methods to find the
center of the atomic resonance. A large number of atom balls are launched and
detected before the frequency is moved from one side of the line to the other. This
minimizes the stability liiiiit imposed by the dead time (thc Dick cffcct). To achieve
the desired stability, we estimate that we must launch -2 balls per second at a
velocity of 15 cm/s with a transvcrsc tcniperaturc of 2 pK and a total of 1 x IO6
atoms (in the m=0 state) in each ball. For a cavity length of 75 cm, this gives a
Ranisey time of 5 s. The cycle time (the time spent on each side of the line) is
projected to be 15 s. 'These parameters are within the state of the art, and a trap
system was constructed to verify thal we could achieve them.
Two different approaches to locating the center of the resonance line have been
studied, and while the conventional approach of frequency n~odulationremains an
option, [lie very low velocity of the a t o m in this clock provides opportunity for a
new approach that both reduces the sensitivity of the clock to acceleration noise and
increases the duty cycle (that is, reduces the Dick effect). The now favored method
involves independent phase modulation of the two liamsey regions (a concept first
described at a confcrence in Italy* and discussed in more detail i n the proceedings of
the 2001 IEEC Frequency Control Syinposiuin'). In this approach, the two cavity
ends are operated at a phase difference of 90" LO produce a discriminator-like
response rather tlinn a true reso~iance.When the phase of the far-end cavity (closest
to the detection region) is then inverted by 180". a second, llipped discriminator
curve is produced. The intersection of the two curves is the center of (he resomiice.
The servo-control system used lo stay OR resonance operates in h e same way as the
system used for frequency modulation. That is, the amplitudes of signals derived
from the two discriminator curves ( 1 80" phase diffcrcncc) are driven by the servo
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system to be equal, and this is then the true location of the resonance center. The
fact that the systcrn runs on resonance rather t1m on the sides of the resonance,
makes it first-order insensitive to vibrations. This method of interrogation was
tested on the NIST cesiuin-fountain clock, and, at an uncertainty level on the order
of 1 x
the location of t~iecenter of the resonance was identical to that found
iisirig [lie conventional method.
This proccss does not eliininatc the riecd for nieasuring end-to-end ciivity phase
shift. That is done by varying launch velocity aiid extrapolating the response to zero
velocity. To first order, tile frequency shift caused by an end-to-end phase
asymmetry is a h e a r function of the launch velocity. Tlie larger question in this
modulation scheme is the short-term control of the relative phases (modulo 90") at
the two cavity ends. One possible approach is to illdependently moriitor the power
reflectcd froin cacli of the end cavities, a i d since this provides a measure of tlie
phase iii each cavity, to control short-term phase variations with a fast servo system.
I?gure 5 sliows a simple outline of the key parts of the physics package along
with their dinicrisions.

Cavity

Figure 5. Diinens~or~s
for Lllc PAliCS Itscr-coolcd clock

One of the larger systematic frequency shil'ts .to be evaluated and corrected is
the spin-exchange frequency shift. This shift is large (0.5 to I x
for typical
earth-bound clocks). Fortunately, this shift scales down drainatically with iricreasing
Rarnsey h c and is projected to be ncarly two orders of magnitude smaller Tor the
chosen PARCS paraineters. The spin-exchange and other systeinalic shifts will have
to be carefully iiieasured and corrected to achieve the desired long-term stability,
but there appear to be 110 major issues associated with correcting these shifts.
It has long been recognized that rhe spin-exchange shift in rubidium is much
sriialler tliari that in ccsium, and therefore it iniglit be a good candidate for advanced
. Wliilc this is true, the spin-exchange shift is not a limiting
consideratioil for PARCS. Tliere are several advantages for staying wilh cesium,
including tlie facts that ( I ) the cavity c;ui be smaller because the resonance
frequency is higlier, (2) the SI definition of the second is based on cesium, and (3)
there are many existirig cesiun~primary standards around the world that can be
coinpared directly with the PAIICS clock, yielding improved measurement of the
rclativistic frequency shift.
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3.

Prototype Development
A number of components have been either designed or fabricated in prototype
forin. These iiiclude the l'ollowing.
The shutters, which are critical to operation of tlie PARCS clock, have
been fabricated, and preliminary testing of them lias begun. These shutters
must produce a minimuni of magnetic field and vibration, have an open
aperture of > 1 cm, open and close with millisecond tiine constants, operate
at a rate of at least 10 HZ, and should survive - 2 x 10' actuations.
Collimators for the trapping and detection lasers, as well as a prototype
trapping chamber, liave been constructed of titanium, and a prototype for
the clock is under development.
A microwave synthesizer with a perfonnance well beyond that needed for
PARCS has been constructed, and measurements of phase stability confirm
that it meets tlie required performance. A second synthesizer, incorporatins
features that better match it to PARCS and which uses a number of spacequalified coinponents, is nearing completion. IO
Preliminary designs for the laser system have been produced using, as
much as possible, commercially available components. Some components
liave already been evaluated for vibration immunity. A laser-welding
technique is being studied as a possible means for assembling a number of
the components that require exacting alignment. A jig system for achieving
correct alignment before welding lias been constructcd.
A design for the microwave cavity was completed, and a prototype cavity
has been fabricated. Testing of thc cavity has just begun.

4.

Summary

In summary, PARCS development is proceeding on schedule, and all critical
issues are being addressed through modeling and prok~typeconstruction. It appears
that, as long as shutter problems can be solved, the requirements for atom density
and systematic fi-equency shifts should be achievable.
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